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The Craic Country of origin: Australia Studio: The Crack, Foster Gracie, Village Roadshow Director: Ted Emery Producers: David Foster, Marc Gracie, Jimeoin McKeown Screenwriter: Jimeoin McKeown Cinematographer: John Wheeler Production Designer: Penny Southgate Editor: Michael Collins Genre: Comedian comedy Duration: 89 minutes Cast: Jimeoin, Alan McKee, Robert Morgan, Colin Hay, Bob Franklin, Kate Gorman, Geoff Paine, Kyle Morrison Year: 1999  Synopsis In 1988, two young Northern Irish men, Fergus (Jimeoin McKeown) and Wesley (Alan McKee), travel to Australia after an altercation in Belfast with a prominent IRA terrorist, Colin (Robert Morgan). Colin has been under surveillance by two British SAS soldiers, Barry (Colin Hay) and Bob (Bob Franklin), and the altercation with the boys leads to Colin’s arrest. In Sydney, Wesley and Fergus outstay their tourist visas and come to the attention of the immigration authorities. Realising that he could stay if he is in a de facto relationship with an Australian, Fergus decides to becomes a contestant on television dating show ‘The Meet Market’. He is chosen by hairdresser Margo (Kate Gorman), and they travel to the Gold Coast to film the dating part of the show with chaperone Russell (Geoff Paine). Just after Fergus leaves home for the airport, immigration agents raid his house in Sydney. Wesley narrowly escapes, wearing only his underpants. The authorities discover that Fergus has gone to Queensland. Wesley manages to warn Fergus, just as the agents arrive at his hotel.  Meanwhile, unbeknownst to the boys, Colin arrives in Queensland under Barry and Bob’s protection after deciding to become a supergrass. Wesley joins Fergus in Queensland, and they buy a Volkswagen Kombie to drive to Ayers Rock. Barry spots Fergus in a shop, and believes that he and Wesley have followed them to Australia to kill Colin. Colin escapes from his safe house and starts to follow Fergus and Wesley. On their travels, Fergus and Wesley again narrowly avoid capture by the immigration authorities at a watermelon farm.  On the road to Alice Springs, the boys run over a kangaroo and as they check it for signs of life, the Kombie explodes. Colin appears, and chases the boys on foot across the desert. Rescued by a young Aboriginal man, Ron (Kyle Morrison), the boys end up in the small town of Mundi Mundi, where they decide to give themselves up to the authorities in order to go home to Belfast. As they wait in the pub for immigration to arrive, Fergus’s episode of ‘The Meet Market’ is screened on television. The locals throw a party when he wins. After hitching a lift in a cattle truck, Colin arrives in town just as the immigration agents arrive to arrest the boys, with the SAS soldiers also hot on the trail. Wesley and Fergus are handcuffed and put in a car. Colin shoots at the car, and in the ensuing confusion, the boys escape on foot into the desert. Critique Northern Irish stand-up comedian Jimeoin was already a familiar face on Australian television when he wrote and starred in his first feature film, The Craic, in 1999. He first came to Australia in the late 1980s, initially working in the building industry before breaking in to comedy.  Before he became a household name, he appeared on the long-running Australian television dating show The 
Perfect Match, on which the show in The Craic is clearly modelled. Greg Evans, host of three seasons of The Perfect Match, performs the same role in the film.  Jimeoin’s appearances in the early 1990s on the variety show Hey Hey It’s Saturday and the daytime talk show The Midday Show with Bert Newton, along with a role as a convict in the series Bligh and guest spots in the sketch comedy series Full Frontal, earned him his own show, Jimeoin, which ran for three series from 1994-96. Regular cast members included Bob Franklin (who co-stars in The 
Craic as an SAS soldier obsessed with Neighbours), and the show’s directors included Marc Gracie and Ted Emery, respectively producer and director of The Craic. Although The Craic was Emery’s first feature film, he was already a well-established and successful director of television comedy, with credits including pivotal Australian shows such as Acropolis Now, The D Generation, Fast 
Forward and Full Frontal. Emery is perhaps best known now for his television work with Gina Riley and Jane Turner on Kath & Kim; he also directed the feature film spin-off, Kath & Kimderella in 2012.  With such a well-credentialed and much loved creative team and strong backing from one of Australia’s largest and most diverse media companies, Village Roadshow, it now seems entirely predictable that The Craic should have immediately struck a chord with Australian audiences. At the time of its release in April 1999, however, Australian films had struggled for success for several years, and few expected The Craic to record the third highest opening weekend for an Australian film to that date. Jimeoin earned further publicity for the film when, wearing a safari suit rather than the required black tie, he tried to gatecrash a screening at the Cannes Film Festival. The film went on to earn over $5 million at the Australian box office, and remains one of the top fifty domestic films of all time.  Much of the film’s appeal lies in the likeable, charming character of Jimeoin/Fergus, and in the familiar comic trope of the outsider’s experience of Australia. This places The Craic in a line of Australian film comedy that runs from They’re a Weird Mob (Michael Powell, 1966), and Sunstruck (James Gilbert, 1972), to Crocodile Dundee (Peter Faiman, 1986) and beyond. On the surface, The 
Craic appears to tread well-worn ground with its jokes about surfing, sunburn, incomprehensible accents and deadly wildlife, but it is Jimeoin and his compatriots who are as much the butt of the jokes as their Australian counterparts. One running joke has Fergus and Wesley’s accent repeatedly misidentified as Scottish, while it is the tourists and locals who are a threat to Australian fauna rather than the other way around; the toll at the end of the film includes several cockroaches, two cane toads, a kangaroo, a snake, and a murder of crows. The kangaroo is run over by Wesley and Fergus’s fried out Kombie – a sly reference to a line in the unofficial Australian national anthem, Men at Work’s ‘Down Under’, which was written and sung by Colin Hay, who plays the second SAS soldier, Barry. An acoustic version of the song plays over the end credits, rounding out a carefully chosen and highly evocative soundtrack of hits from the late 1980s. 
- Ben Goldsmith  
